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For proprietary products or services that are available without logging in, this Privacy Policy applies from May 25, 2018 for these products and services.. Great caution is taken to ensure accuracy when you create this article, but neither Sound On Sound Limited nor publishers can be held responsible for the content.. You make it an excellent collection of orchestral instruments both in terms of playability and sound quality combining the easy-to-use and highly competitive library.. You agree to abide by all applicable anti-corruption laws, including laws prohibiting illegal payments to third parties for a corrupt purpose in relation to these circumstances.. We refund the payment depending on the original purchase and will do our best to do it within 72 hours of receipt of return.. Maybe it does not have all
the alternatives articulation of some expensive orchestra libraries, but lacks tonal quality and it flexible enough to be used on a host of host system specifications.. They provide different modes of play in a single application, with the user switching between them over a range of MIDI notes outside the normal range of the instrument.. 4 Goods returned must pay a 15 return fee for handling and repackaging if the order is not returned in unopened original packaging.

It is now a Cloud-focused subscription product, like other Avid tools and small listing details.. Shipping costs are also refunded for defective goods Contact our customer service team at 02476 369898 if you believe your item is incorrect.. Use the Bypass button to bypass the effects 25 Player Options The Player Options dialog box opens when you click the ball icon to the right of the Q controls.
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